11/28/2011 LTAG Meeting Notes

Library Technology Advisory Group (LTAG)
Monday, November 28, 2011
Conference Call - 1:00-2:00 PM

Present: John Ajao (UCSB), Tom Bustos (UCM), Declan Fleming (UCSD), Lynne Grigsby (UCB), Emily Lin (SOPAG), John Ober (CDL), Dale Snapp (UCD), Daniel Suchy (LAUC), Gary Thompson (UCLA), Rich Trott (UCSF)

Absent: Eric Mitchell (UCSC), Adrian Petrisor (UCI), Terry Toy (UCR)

Moderator: John Ober

Notes: Gary Thompson

1. Radvision/Scopia Video Conference Test

- 9 UC folks, plus 2 from Radvision.
- Limit of 28 video feeds to each pc/monitor.
- Integration with MS Lync.
- 720p
- Desktop sharing
  - A slide needs to remain on screen for 30-60 seconds so it can be cached.
- Integration with Outlook for one-click link.
- John had trouble setting up microphone.
- Limit is number of ports in the bridge: 40 port, 60 port, and 120 port. Just releasing 20 port.
- Continuous presence - shows all attendees during entire session.
- We will have a virtual meeting room so we can conduct additional tests.
- Good way of displaying multiple users, showing speaker in larger window.

2. Vidyo Video Conference Test

- Echo cancellation (Gears/devices/echo cancellation)
  - Sound was bad for John Ober.
- All participants can share any application.
- No proprietary hardware.
- Each registered user has a virtual meeting "room".
  - Host can manage users: mute, stop video, etc.
- Easy invitation via email.
- Lock room, so nobody can join unannounced.
- Options to display up to 8 users for each
- Any user can display an application.
  - Toggle between shared displays.
ACTION: Adrian will add a table for videoconferencing comments on the Wiki page

3. Review action items from 9/19/11 and 10/17/11

- Subgroups - Adrian will send status on subgroups that were named, and ask for additional volunteers.
  - Shared cloud resources
  - Campus control methods for access to e-resources
  - Shibboleth next steps
  - Remote data backup

4. December meeting is cancelled

- Dec. 19 meeting: 5 people not available.